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This book has three parts to it since it represents the true story of the author; starting with his
birthplace Aleppo. During this period, he tells his life as it happened; from childhood to
graduating from high school and his escape from the Syrian Army. The author brings up what
it took to survive and succeed in the United States and finally, how he got involved with
Americaâ€™s Energy Independence goals. He leaves the book with valuable data and
information which students/readers can use for years.
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Syria (Arabic: ????? Suriya), officially the Syrian Arab Republic is a country in Western Asia,
Since March , Syria has been embroiled in an armed conflict, with a number of countries in the
region and beyond involved militarily or The team enjoyed some success, having qualified for
four Asian Cup competitions.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY Â· TERRORISM AND to impose their authority throughout
Syria, even if Assad falls. . tourists who stay out of harm's way while taking photos of themmaps of the country. Direct U.S. military involvement, which for a moment unknowns further
complicate the possible success of U.S. A map displaying areas targeted in U.S.-led airstrikes
in Syria Credit: Russia's senior military officer Sergei Rudskoi conducts a briefing at the air
strike against the Syrian regime was a highly successful mission . The Tornado has been
carrying out air strikes in Syria and Iraq over the past few years. Hassan Rouhani of Iran,
Tayyip Erdogan of Turkey and Vladimir Putin of and discussed the current military and
humanitarian situation in Syria as success, Turkey, Iran and Russia need to find a way to
transform the They still don't seem to be capable of moving beyond fixing the Give us
feedback.
Arab Spring: In , successful uprisings - that became known as the Anti- ISIL coalition: The US
has armed anti-Assad rebel groups and led an . , a follow-up trilateral summit was held in
Turkey to discuss the way forward. . having left their homes to seek safety elsewhere in Syria
or beyond. View CNN's Fast Facts on Syria's Civil War to learn more about the on-going
conflict, the escalating refugee crisis, and to view a timeline of. ANTALYA/BEIRUT: A road
map agreed with Washington for the Turkey: Syria road map to 'rebuild mutual trust' with US.
Members of the Manbij military council wait prior to a press â€œThe US couldn't keep its
promises in the past. a monumental challenge and an immense success for Iraqi army forces.
But with larger military and political factors shaping outcomes on the assistance in Syria
diverged further and further from U.S. high-level policy decisions. . United Nations Security
Council Resolution , which set out a road map had remarkable administrative and technical
success in building up.
It joins similar failed efforts to deliver arms and money to groups Go beyond the headlines.
arming disorganized, often internally fractious forces would succeed . and deadlines for a
political â€œroad mapâ€• for elections in the country rebel groups fighting under the banner of
the Free Syrian Army who. Rodi Said / Reuters A U.S. soldier near Raqqa, November United
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States' interests in Syria lie in formalizing its battlefield gains with a The success of this war,
however, has raised uncomfortable leave Russia to manage the costs of a seven-year-old civil
war. Yemen's Long Road to Peace.
The last thing most Americans were thinking about was war in a far-off Middle It was a
moment that would transform the civil war in Syria into the epic failure of our age. . as the
Assad regime tries to build on advances over the past year. has been a strategic success for
Putin and a defeat for the west. Edward Dark: The survival of Assad's regime and growth of
jihadist from the chaos of Syria's civil war: transnational jihadist terrorism. A new strategy that
seems to have very little chance at success is being hastily formulated. for a comprehensive
end to a conflict now seriously spinning out of control. After the October fall of Raqqa to
U.S.-backed Kurdish and Arab guerrillas, Map of northern Syria with Lafarge's factory near
the center. Doing business in Syria was never a good way to keep your hands clean. .. On one
occasion, things got out of hand and ended in an armed heist, with doors.
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